[Visualization of reduction. New view of a dynamic procedure].
Evaluation of a reduction is currently a static procedure. The purpose of this study was to evaluate a model for analyzing the whole dynamic component of the reduction path up to the final result: the optimal reduction. The entire reduction procedure should be able to be retrospectively analyzed, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Two examiners of different experience levels had to solve multiple predefined tasks, which were noted with the assistance of a motion tracking system in all space axes. The noted paths of reduction were then analyzed with the MATLAB program and some additional quantitative and qualitative tools. Both examiners had to accomplish a typical number of characteristic movement samples in typical number, in order to arrive at the same final result. After the temporal component was eliminated, the reduction process showed typical turning points that represented essential conditions for achieving an optimal result. Using the presented model the paths in a reduction process can be achieved as data in a simple manner. These data are supplied in a second work procedure of an automated evaluation. Thus, multiple possibilities result for retrospective analysis of the data regarding the dynamic process of a reduction.